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Sunnytek & Partners offers a range of wood chip burners to be 
used on industrial boilers. Burners are made in Sweden with 
highest quality and designed for best reliability and efficiency. 
Range cowers 30 KW to 4 MW output in thermal energy. All 
burners operates on wood chips and other biomass.
Fire place is ceramic designed for high temperature operation to 
increase efficiency and reduce flue gas emissions.
Burners are easy to adapt to old boilers with manual log operation 
and is connected to the entrance door by an adapter.
Operation is automatic and when we use a storage silo system 
can operate for many days with no service and no operator 
attention. Ash removal and very low demands oil staff.

Features for industrial wood chip burners
* Designed and produced in Sweden with highest quality 

components and craftsmanship.
* Power range 30KW to 3000 KW in thermal output.
* Designed to be used on industrial boilers and to replace manual 

log fired system with100% automatic operation
* Internal control system with pressure control and fan speed 

speed controller.
* Ceramic fireplace for high temperature flue gases and best 

efficiency with reduced emissions. Low emission operation.
* Specially designed chip feeder with rotating lock chamber
* Operates on screw feeder and a storable silo for very long times 

with no maintenance and service.
* Wood chip fuel operation for lowest cost energy
* Burner efficiency over 90% so less fuel is needed.
* Automatic ignition and start up system
* Operates on wood chips and palm nut shells and wood particles 

over 20 mm dimension. Smaller amounts if saw dust can be 
mixed with fuel as well.

This is the perfect solution for old style biomass boilers in 
tea industry and textile industry etc.
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Sizes and specifications.
Model nr
Output power range in thermal energy
Number off rosters
Over heat system tube diameter
Wall thickness fire tube
Fuel to be used
Fuel feeder system
Length of burner assembly
Width of burner assembly
Height of burner assembly
Casing tube width
Casing tube height
Fire tube depth
Width in side fire tube
Height inside fire tube
Step height
Weight in Kg
Electrical connection
Electrical connection screw feeder
Control system voltage
Lowest pressure in side burner
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